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Overschooled but Undereducated; a multi-strand strategy to prepare 

home, school and community for forms of learning that “go with the grain of the brain”.  

The Background.  The spectacular rise in living standards in recent years has created an 

extraordinary paradox; the busier and wealthier the British have become the less time 

individuals have for each other.  Such a collapse of social cohesion threatens the very basis of 

our democratic, civilised life and is seen most clearly in the confusion about education
1
. 

 

The 21
st
 Century Learning Initiative

2
 was formed in 1996 out of the earlier Education 2000 

Trust established in 1983.  The Initiative‟s central purpose is to facilitate the emergence of 

new approaches to learning that draw upon a range of insights into the human brain, the 

functioning of human societies, and learning as a self-organising activity.  The Trustees 

believe this will release human potential in ways that nurture and form local democratic 

communities worldwide, and will help reclaim and sustain a world supportive of human 

endeavour. 

 

Our Record.  The Initiative has been at the forefront of showing how home, community and 

school can be drawn together within a matrix formed by the new understandings from recent 

research about how the brain learns most effectively.  Starting to develop these ideas in the 

mid 1980s (with the support of Esmée Fairbairn amongst others) the Initiative has 

experienced first hand the clashes which occur when innovative attempts to draw on new 

research collide with the practitioners of the conventional, now increasingly exemplified by 

government policy rather than reactionary teachers
3
. 

 

From the initial reviews of the pre-publication edition of the book Overschooled but 

Undereducated
4
 (June 2008) it is obvious that many a serious commentator has started to 

question whether the normal political process is any longer capable of delivering fundamental 

educational change.  “The problem lies in a triad of an under-educated public, reactionary 

media and cowardly politics.  The electoral process determines that changes will not occur 

until politicians see it as electorally safe.  This is the point when there is no longer any risk of 

the media inducing public panic, and by definition that is always too late”, writes a former 

County Chief Executive in his review
5
.  As one Assistant Headteacher wrote, “The principle 

of „going with the grain of the brain‟ is so fundamentally right for it is breathtaking in its 

simplicity and deserves the status of a daily mantra.  Yet the complexity of the task of 

sensitively reconstructing the fabric of a damaged society is daunting
6
”. 

 

Whilst to teachers and parents the three words overschooled but undereducated “in the title 

say it all”, commented Professor Charles Handy
7
, the very inclusion of either school or 

education in a title is to guarantee, to most publishers, that such a book would never interest 

the general public.  People like Professor Lord Robert Winston, a man with much experience 

of television documentaries, says that while he totally endorses everything that is said in 

Overschooled but Undereducated, he “despairs of television controllers ever taking anything 

as serious as this and developing it as primetime television viewing
8
”.  The English, so the 

media seems to assume, just doesn‟t want to think about such matters. 

 

Which raises an absolutely key question – if it‟s not in a publisher‟s self-interest to promote 

such ideas, and if government won‟t do this because it won‟t lead to their immediate re-

election, who will – in the public interest – do this? 
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Having taken soundings from different parts of British (and overseas) opinion the Initiative is 

in no doubt that the very machinery of public discourse needs radical transformation to handle 

an issue of this magnitude.  This is beyond the scope of the Initiative as it is currently 

constituted, and requires the whole-hearted backing of an organisation of the scale and 

independence of the xxxxxxxxxxxx Foundation. 

 

The Publication of Overschooled but Undereducated in June was thought (foolishly as it 

now seems) to be the virtual conclusion of some twenty-five years of work – something done 

by a small organisation, and underwritten by the private generosity of a few trustees.  We 

thought all that remained was to arrange for an energetic publisher to promote the ideas 

widely; for a television script to be produced, and for a certain number of key-note speeches 

to be delivered.  But it is not like that anymore.  Educational thought has been lost in a welter 

of party political dogma while even educationalists can‟t agree amongst themselves.  While 

the Provost of Eton could write “I have read the book with great interest and am almost in 

entire agreement
9
”, and Professor Sir Gus Nossal, formerly President of the Australian 

Academy of Sciences
10

, could say that it is “profoundly scholarly and eminently accessible”, 

an English Professor of Education could only conclude “I‟m not sure that this text is 

publishable
11

”.  It is true – without a vision the people perish.  No wonder the public is 

confused. 

 

Yet there is a vision waiting to be projected to those able to draw upon both scientific and 

philosophic insights.  With all the recent scientific research that is now available about the 

natural functioning of the human brain and the learning process, the truth of earlier insights 

into the human condition become far clearer.  John Milton‟s statement of 1644: “I call 

therefore a complete and generous education that which fits a man to perform justly, 

skilfully and magnanimously, all the offices both public and private, of peace and war
12

” 

is as relevant now as it was four hundred years ago.  This is the kind of all-round, broadly 

educated man or woman that now needs to be at the core of national expectations.  

 

To mount a campaign to achieve this, and at the level of sophistication that is now 

necessary, is not something of which the Initiative has any experience.  What we do have, 

however,  is a worked-out vision and all the difficult questions that society needs to ask itself 

to make this work.  That campaign will need to comprise five, interconnected strands
13

: the 

general public, key opinion formers, new trustees able to take responsibility for this larger 

agenda, politicians who can see in these ideas the opportunity to create a more dynamic 

society, and the fourteen to twenty-five age group who must shortly become the driving 

force for such a new way of doing things.  It will take time for each of these strands to 

develop, and to build a strong and unified partnership of supporters
14

. 

 

To enable the Initiative to transform itself requires the appointment of a campaign 

manager
15

 (with appropriate resource), well-skilled in using multiple forms of media, and 

sensitive to intruding this into the public agenda yet avoiding partisan politics.  The central 

office of the Initiative needs the immediate appointment of an experienced researcher
16

 able 

to pick up the minutia of current research and show its relevance to the campaign.  The role of 

the Director
17

 needs to be strengthened to give him more time to build up a team to make 

common cause with other organisations.  Immediately this requires a further one hundred 

and seventy-five thousand pounds per annum over the next three years.  During the early 

stages of this period it will be necessary to establish what the full costs will be for an 

appropriate public dissemination programme
18

. 

 

The 21
st
 Century Learning Initiative 10

th
 November 2008  
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Supportive Footnotes 
 
                                                           
1
  Best exemplified by the UNICEF Report on the Well-Being of Children in the 21 richest countries in the 

world (February 2007).  British children, despite living in the world‟s 5th richest country, came bottom for 

the quality of family relationships, sex, drink and drugs, and for overall happiness, and were 12
th

 for health 

and safety, and 17
th

 for education.  British children ended up overall in bottom position, just below the 

Americans. 

2
  The Initiative is a registered Charity No. 1003067.  Trustees: David Peake (Chairman), Tom Griffin 

(Honorary Treasurer) and Bruce Farmer, Tom Chandos, John Price, Neil Richards, John Senior and Chris 

Wysock Wright.  Accountants, Cook & Partners of Hertford.  Company Secretary, Lucy Quirke, Clifford 

Chance Secretaries 

3
  Education 2000 grew out of a conference held in 1983 at Westfield College, University of London, resulting 

in a report A Consultative Document on Hypotheses for Education in AD 2000 published by Cambridge 

University Press.  The early story of Education 2000 is told in Education 2000: Educational change with 

consent by Paul Fisher, published by Cassel, 1990.  The theory of the work was developed in Learning 

Makes Sense: Recreating education for a changing world, published by the Initiative, 1995.  The article by 

John Abbott To be Intelligent was published in 1997 in the Journal Educational Leadership and was then 

selected by Psychology 1997/98 and one of the four best articles on cognitive process published that year in 

the U.S.  The Child is Father of the Man: How humans learn and why, was published in 1999, and The 

Unfinished Revolution: Learning, human behaviour, community and political paradox, was published the 

next year in the U.S. by ASCD, and in Britain and Australia by Network Educational Press.  Numerous 

articles have subsequently been published in Britain, U.S., Canada and Australia.  Overschooled but 

Undereducated: Society’s failure to understand adolescence was released in a pre-publication edition in June 

2008.  Over the past eight years the Initiative has been involved, on average, in just over a hundred 

lectures/presentations a year in many different countries. 

4
  A short Summary of the book is attached.  Some thirty reviews are now on the Initiative‟s website 

(www.21learn.org, see What’s New).  The article Education: A question of Democracy based on the book is 

being widely discussed amongst parliamentarians. 

5
  Keir Bloomer, former Chief Executive of Clackmannanshire County Council, Scotland, formerly Chief 

Education Officer of that county, and before that Deputy Education Officer for Strathclyde (email 14
th

 July 

2008). 

6
  Martin Pritchard, Manchester (letter 23

rd
 September 2008). 

7
  Professor Charles Handy, author of many books including Understanding Schools as Organisations, The 

Future of Work, The Elephant and the Flea, The Hungry Spirit and The Empty Raincoat (letter of 16
th

 

October 2008). 

8
  Professor Lord Winston, author of Human Instincts, The Human Mind and The Story of God; TV presenter 

and Professor of Fertility Studies at Imperial College in a private conversation, 3
rd

 October 2008. 

9
  Dr. Eric Anderson, Provost of Eton, letter 30

th
 October 2008. 

10
  Professor Sir Gus Nossal was also former President of the World Immunology Association, a Fellow of the 

Royal Society, and was selected as Australian of the Year in 2000. 

11
  Professor John West-Burnham, in review of the book for a publisher (2

nd
 September 2008). 

12
  Of Education, a collection of letters by Mr. Hartlib in 1644. 

13
  The 21

st
 Century Learning Initiative, Paper of 3

rd
 September 2008. 

14
  A broadly based partnership of individuals and organisations is needed to give this the energy to survive, and 

to prevent it from becoming too embroiled in party politics. 

15
  To be based in London to coordinate publication of the books, development of television documentaries, and 

keynote presentations to critical audiences. 

16
  A qualified researcher is essential to keep the Initiative‟s synthesis up to date. 

17
  The pressure of doing this is all set to increase. 

18
  As yet difficult to estimate but could be several million pounds. 

http://www.21learn.org/

